
2:40 PM Weather Forecast

Friday, February 16, 2024

Hour by Hour Forecast: Current Weather Alerts:

FORECAST NOTES

Temperatures:
ü Low temperatures into the teens will 

be possible into tomorrow AM.  Lows 

near 15 F will be possible.

Wind/Clouds:
ü Mostly Cloudy conditions expected, although a few 

peaks of sun will be possible later this afternoon.

ü Winds will pick up towards midnight with sustained 

winds near 10 – 15 MPH.  Wind gusts near 25 MPH 

cannot be ruled out.  Winds will gradually weaken 

after 3 AM.

All Clear 

Today’s Precipitation Chances:

A few flurries will be possible from roughly 7 PM – 2 AM.  Winds will be quite elevated which will help snow blow around vs stick.  However, a coating of 

snow can't be ruled out in spots, especially areas well sheltered to a NW winds.

Snow totals /Icing concerns?

A light coating of snow cannot be ruled out due to flurries.  Current thinking is this is a low-end risk.

Dew/Frost: 

No frost is expected tomorrow due to elevated winds.
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10-Day Forecast

NEXT 5 DAYS: IMPORTANT FORECAST NOTES:

Moisture Totals:  Next 7 Days

Precipitation:
ü SAT:  A dry day is expected tomorrow

ü SUN:  Dry conditions anticipated.

ü MON: Dry conditions anticipated.

ü TUE:  Dry conditions anticipated.

ü WED:  Watching WED for the next shot of rain.  At this 

distance, chances look quite low as do rainfall amounts.

ü THU:  Specifics low at this distance but opportunities for 

rain/ snow will be possible.  

Temperatures:
ü Coolest of temperatures upcoming 

expected for tomorrow. 

ü Another warmup expected into mid 

week.

Wind/Clouds:
ü Plenty of sunshine is expected over the next few 

days with increasing clouds in the back half of next 
week as moisture increases into the area.
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